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The notable lifetime of a Russian princess who turned one in all Britain's so much outspoken
communists. Born in 1907 in St. Petersburg, Princess Sophy "Sofka" Dolgorouky used to be
born right into a global of privilege and nobility--ten brief years later, Sofka's global may
disintegrate while the Tsar and his kin have been overthrown, exiled, and executed. Burning
with shame, Sofka and her kin fled to England after which to Paris, the place Sofka speedy
embraced the bohemian tradition of the Twenties and 1930s. through the Nazi occupation,
Sofka would depart her first husband basically to lose her second. Interned in a Nazi criminal
camp, she labored with the French Resistance and stumbled on communism, whose reason
she may mockingly proceed to uphold for the remainder of her life, turning into an outspoken
member of the British Communist celebration or even major journey teams for staff vacationing
the Soviet Union. yet what used to be much more outrageous in its day than her conversion
from princess to communist was once Sofka's inner most life. She not just believed in sexual
freedom, yet usually put love, literature, and experience sooner than even her personal children.
Sofka was once even more than a princess in exile--she used to be an individual whose life
used to be regularly dislocated via revolution, but still believed in revolution as a manner of
constructing the area a greater place.
Princess Sophy Dolgorouky (called Sofka) used to be born in Red Princess: A Revolutionary
Life 1907 into an historical relations of nobility. She grew up in an environment of extraordinary
privilege and cossetting, raised by way of Red Princess: A Revolutionary Life her stiff
grandmother and, intermittently, her rebellious medical professional mom and diletante father.
Her kin fled to Europe through the Bolshevik revolution, and lived nomadic lives whereas their
status and funds slowly dribbled away. Sofka, strong-willed, intellectual, sensual, charismatic,
and with a hearth for social justice, stunned her relatives all through her life. She divorced her
compatible first husband, spent little time or power on her children, and via her thirties was once
a card-carrying member of the Communist Party. regardless of determined occasions (she
approximately starved numerous diversified times, Red Princess: A Revolutionary Life
misplaced the affection of her lifestyles after just a couple of years of marriage, Red Princess: A
Revolutionary Life was once interned in a Nazi camp, her mom devoted suicide whereas she
used to be within the house, etc), Sofka refused to do whatever lower than what she sought
after and felt used to be needed. From a jeweled upbringing to a homey little cottage in
Cornwall, Sofka's trip is a riveting one.
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